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Message from the Chairman and the President

paul g. kaminski
Chairman, RAnD board of trustees

Michael D. Rich
president and Chief executive officer

At the heart of RAnD’s work is a belief that fact-based analysis can make individuals and 
communities safer and more secure, healthier and more prosperous. in 2012, demand for our 
expertise made clear that decisionmakers, thoughtleaders, and policy-minded individuals 
throughout the world crave our research and analysis as they look to take on the challenges 
before them and get ahead of those still to come.

how do we know? We worked for more clients and on more projects. We received more gifts from 
more donors who share our commitment to public service. Media coverage of RAnD analysis 
and people was up more than 25 percent, and published commentary bringing our research and 
expertise to unfolding policy debates more than doubled. the new RAND Blog, weekly Policy 
Currents e-newsletter, and our first iphone app have expanded our online audience. by year’s 
end, our research products were downloaded more than 5.5 million times and more than  
18,000 people were following RAnD on twitter.

Amidst all the noise and static of today’s policy debates, people are listening to RAnD.  
As we build upon our accomplishments from the past year, we thank you for supporting our 
people and ideas.



extreme events, both natural and man-
made, demonstrate the extent to which 
people are—or are not—prepared to handle 
crises. RAnD’s deep bench of expertise in 
emergency preparedness continues to help 
individuals and communities contend with 
future disasters.

Community Resilience
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Emergency Preparedness
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, 
and catastrophes that followed such as hurricanes 
katrina and Rita in 2005, the u.S. government and 
many nongovernmental organizations have sought 
to boost citizen preparedness for disasters. After 
years of campaigns and countless household 
surveys that track the preparedness activities of 
individuals and households, one thing has become 
clear: existing messages are not influencing 
behavior. Several community resilience experts at 
RAnD who are engaged in efforts to help people 
better survive disasters have concluded that 
communications on preparedness will be more 
effective only when we rely less on conventional 
wisdom and more on empirical data about which 
aspects of bystander response are most helpful 
and which may be counterproductive. “evidence 
and measurement,” says policy researcher 
Lori Uscher-Pines, “combined with a critical 
examination of long-held assumptions, offer us the 
surest path to preparedness.”

the preparedness of hospitals and other health 
care facilities came into stark relief in november 
2012 in the wake of Superstorm Sandy. in a post-
storm commentary, Arthur Kellermann recounts 
that many experts considered new york City a 
national leader in disaster preparedness, but 
when Sandy’s storm surge swept through areas 
of lower Manhattan, two hospitals shut down 
because critical components of both hospitals’ 
backup power supplies were submerged in their 
basements. likewise, a nursing home in queens 
was disabled when a backup generator on its 
first floor was destroyed. ultimately, the problem 
was not mechanical failure but a failure to even 
anticipate that a storm of katrina’s magnitude could 
land in such a different part of the country and 
cause such destruction.

“A health care facility can muddle 
along with limited supplies and a 
short-handed staff for several days, 
but it cannot function without power. 
No city can absorb a hit as massive 
as those inflicted by Hurricanes 
Katrina and Sandy without sustaining 
serious damage. But with proper 
foresight, communities can take 
important steps, in advance, to limit 
the consequences and swiftly bounce 
back. This includes assuring that 
essential facilities, such as hospitals, 
nursing homes, and gas stations have 
a reliable and survivable source  
of emergency power.”

 Arthur L. Kellermann, Paul O’Neill Alcoa Chair in  
Policy Analysis, The RAND Blog
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Trauma and Gun Violence

After the Sandy hook elementary School massacre 
in newtown, Connecticut, in which twenty children 
and six adult staff members were fatally shot, clinical 
psychologist Lisa Jaycox wrote in a RAnD.org 
commentary, “We’ve come a long way since 2001, 
when there were few resources and little public 
recognition on how children react to trauma and 
grieve.” Jaycox was instrumental in the creation of 
the Cognitive-behavioral intervention for trauma 
in Schools (CbitS) program. CbitS helps detect 
youth with symptoms of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (ptSD) that may or may not be recognized 
by parents and teachers and reduce symptoms of 
anxiety, depression, and ptSD. the program also 
helps mobilize resilience factors (like peer and parent 
support) to allow children to function more adaptively 
at school, at home, and socially. CbitS has been 
implemented with great success in the los Angeles 
unified School District and in new orleans–area 
schools, and can help students in communities  
like newtown.

Arthur Kellermann, the paul o’neill Alcoa Chair in 
policy Analysis, is a thoughtleader in the ongoing 
conversation on reducing u.S. gun violence. in the 
Journal of the American Medical Association, he 
identifies specific federal and state laws that have 
sharply reduced support for firearm injury research 
since the late ’90s. he argues that the u.S. might today 
be in a better position to respond to these increasing 
incidents of gun violence if medical and public health 
researchers had been funded to study the issue 
as they had been between 1985 and 1997. And at 
healthaffairs.org, kellermann urged decisionmakers 
to not judge the feasibility of various policy options 
through the lens of a single event. “Just because 
an intervention doesn’t work 100 percent of the 
time doesn’t mean it can’t—or won’t—decrease the 
frequency or severity of gun violence,” he wrote. “over 
the last 20 years, the number of Americans dying in 
motor vehicle crashes has declined by 31 percent. 
Deaths from fires and from drowning have fallen even 
more. this progress was achieved without banning 
automobiles, swimming pools, or matches.”

Featured Expert

Senior policy researcher Anita Chandra 
helped launch RAnD’s Resilient 
Communities podcast series and focus 
on Community Resilience e-newsletter, 
which presents research findings, 
resources, and tools to policymakers, 
practitioners, and other researchers. And 
with generous donor support, Chandra is 
collaborating with behavioral scientist Joie 
Acosta to build a community resilience 
module to help train planners across 
the country and around the world. the 
tool will use state-of-the-art web design, 
multimedia, and interactive features to 
convey best practices for emergency 
response and recovery and provide key 
supporting materials, such as worksheets 
and checklists. the project will spur 
improvements in household preparedness, 
encourage productive partnerships 
between first responders and the 
organizations that support response and 
recovery efforts, and help communities 
track the effectiveness of these efforts.

Scan the code with your 
smartphone to listen 
to RAnD’s Resilient 
Communities podcast and 
to subscribe on itunes.
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Louisiana Coastal Master Plan

in the aftermath of hurricanes katrina and Rita in 
2005, RAnD created the gulf States policy institute 
to support hurricane recovery and long-term 
economic development in louisiana, Mississippi, 
and Alabama.

this year, innovative research and analysis led 
by RAnD researchers Jordan Fischbach and 
David Groves—both alumni of the pardee RAnD 
graduate School—helped louisiana adopt a 
long-range master plan for a sustainable coast. to 
guide the state’s investments and help its coastal 
citizens plan for the future, RAnD developed a 
new hurricane flood risk model to assess effects 
of projects designed to reduce damage from 
flooding, as well as a planning framework and 
decision support model to develop and compare 
different coast-wide groupings of risk reduction 
and restoration projects. the louisiana legislature 
unanimously approved the master plan in May 2012 
after months of public comment and review.

these modeling efforts stand at the forefront 
of work on the topic of coastal restoration and 
sustainability. they have had a major impact on 
gulf State infrastructure planning, with implications 
for mitigating damage from disasters elsewhere in 
the united States and abroad.

Featured Expert

Lynn E. Davis is a senior political scientist and 
director of RAnD’s Washington office. her current 
research focuses on citizen preparedness, 
strategic planning, terrorism, and defense strategy 
and force structure issues. Davis’ commentary has 
appeared in U.S. News & World Report (“Changing 
World Climate Requires a Dynamic foreign 
policy”) and at cnn.com (“quake a Disaster ‘Drill’ 
D.C. flunked”) and her RAnD publications include 
Public Health Preparedness and Response to 
Chemical and Radiological Incidents (2009) and 
Hurricane Katrina: Lessons for Army Planning and 
Operations (2007).

Read more about Davis’ 
public-service background, 
teaching experience, and 
other research pursuits  
at RAnD.org.
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our clients in the public sector rely on RAnD 
to help them better allocate resources, 
foresee and mitigate risks, and analyze 
alternatives. RAnD is continually engaged 
in studies that aim to cut costs without 
sacrificing effectiveness or safety, freeing up 
scarce resources for other vital needs.

Efficient Use of Resources
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Air Attack Against Wildfires
Wildfire suppression costs have increased 
dramatically since 2000, currently averaging about 
$1.65 billion per year. this is because residential 
development has expanded into areas that were 
previously wilderness, and may also be due to 
changes in weather and the accumulation of 
burnable wood and grasslands created by years of 
aggressive wildland fire suppression.

the average cost of a large wildfire—costs 
associated with destroyed property and fire 
suppression—is $3.3 million but some fires near 
urban areas are much more costly. the u.S. 
forest Service—with an aging fleet of contracted 
fixed-wing airtankers—asked RAnD what mix 
of airtankers, scoopers, and helicopters would 
minimize the total costs of wildfires and of the 
aircraft used to fight them. the research team 
developed two separate but complementary 
models to estimate the optimal portfolio of “initial-
attack aircraft”; that is, aircraft that support on-
the-ground firefighters in containing a potentially 
costly fire while it is still small. both models 
favor a fleet mix dominated by water-carrying 
scoopers, with a niche role for retardant-carrying 
airtankers. Although scoopers require proximity 
to an accessible body of water, they have two 
advantages: shorter cycle times to drop water and 
lower cost.

this analysis provides a framework for the forest 
Service to rebuild its fleet, and is also helping 
fire agencies across the western united States 
learn from the forest Service experience. Mutual 
assistance is a hallmark of fire suppression, and 
governments at all levels—federal, state, and 
local—have a role to play.

Savings in the Military 
Personnel Budget
budgetary pressures to reduce the federal 
deficit have raised the question of whether 
the u.S. Department of Defense can realize 
savings in the military personnel budget without 
jeopardizing the nation’s ability to sustain a 
high-quality all-volunteer force. A RAnD national 
Defense Research institute project answering 
that question points to two favorable trends. first, 
manpower demand will decrease, by some 72,000 
soldiers and 20,000 marines, as the drawdown 
in Afghanistan continues. Second, the factors 
influencing supply are also favorable: Military pay 
has grown greatly relative to civilian pay in the 
past decade, the services’ active and reserve 
components have met or exceeded their numerical 
recruiting goals over the past few years, and at 
the same time recruit quality has been increasing. 
the evidence indicates that the nation has taken 
care to pay its service members well, compared 
with civilian benchmarks, and that some easing of 
the growth in compensation could occur without 
putting force management at risk. RAnD  
proposed several options for slowing the rate of 
increase, e.g., temporarily dropping the increase 
rate below that of civilian compensation, or 
freezing basic pay for a year; such changes  
could produce cost savings totaling $5 billion  
to $17 billion over ten years.
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Reorganizing the Air Force 
Materiel Command
Spending cuts imposed by the budget Control 
Act of 2011 resulted in the need to significantly 
reduce civilian authorizations at the u.S. Air 
force Materiel Command. the command’s 
leadership responded with a major reorganization 
to reduce staff functions while implementing 
the office of the Secretary of Defense product 
support business model, which keeps cradle-
to-grave weapon system program management 
under the Service Acquisition executive. Several 
members of Congress had concerns about how 
the reorganization might affect weapon system 
sustainment and, through the national Defense 
Authorization Act for 2012, directed the Secretary 
of the Air force to have a federally funded research 
and development center review the proposed 
reorganization. in January 2012, RAnD project 
AiR foRCe (pAf) was tasked to conduct this 
review, which included an analysis of proposed 
manpower savings and an assessment of the 
impact on weapon system life cycle management 
and support to the warfighter. pAf verified 
manpower savings of approximately $100 million 
per year resulting from the reorganization and 
recommended process enhancements that, 
if implemented as part of the reorganization, 
would have the potential to enhance support to 
warfighters and further improve efficiencies. these 
recommendations are under consideration by the 
Air force.

Robert S. Tripp is a senior management 
scientist with more than 35 years of 
experience in the areas of military 
logistics systems design, development, 
management, and evaluation. At RAnD, 
tripp has led u.S. Army and u.S. Air force 
research projects that have evaluated the 
cost-effectiveness of alternative support 
postures, several of which have led to 
changes in support system designs. he 
currently leads projects that evaluate how 
support policy, practice, and technology 
options impact the effectiveness and 
efficiency of Air and Space expeditionary 
forces. in industry, tripp has held 
corporate officer positions, supervising 
business development activities and 
managing several logistics information 
system development projects. During his 
Air force career, he held several logistics 
positions, including program manager for 
two large logistics information systems that 
are still in use today. he has also served as 
an ad hoc logistics advisor to the Air force 
Scientific Advisory board.

Featured Expert
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the aim of legal mandates for airspace modern-
ization, certification requirements, and minimum 
aircraft capability and equipment standards is 
to improve the efficiency and safety of air traffic. 
Mandates drive improvements in technical  
and operational standards but can also result in 
restricted or denied access to premium altitudes, 
routing, and even airports for noncompliant aircraft.

Aircraft modernization ensures continued 
access to fuel-efficient cruising altitudes and 
congested airspace, but these future benefits 
require an upfront investment in avionics upgrade 
programs. in a fiscally constrained environment, 
decisionmakers must weigh the quantifiable  
future costs that would be avoided by upgrades 
against the costs of modernization.

building on expertise in the cost-effectiveness 
of modernizing the u.S. Air force’s kC-10 aerial 
refueling tanker, RAnD extended the analysis to 
the C-5, C-17, C-130, and kC-135 fleets, evaluating 

Aircraft and Airspace Modernization

the cost-effectiveness of modernizing these 
aircraft for compliance with forthcoming 
communication, navigation, and surveillance/air 
traffic management mandates.

RAnD found that the Air force can avoid nearly 
$6 billion in operating costs by modernizing the 
C-5, C-17, and kC-135 fleets to comply with a 
forthcoming surveillance mandate known as 
ADS-b out. for the C-130, such modernization 
will be cost-effective only if the upgrade can be 
accomplished for no more than $1.5 million for 
the C-130h and $1.3 million for the C-130J,  
or if fuel prices increase to $3.50 or $4.00 per 
gallon, respectively.
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upon bin laden’s death in 2011, many 
thoughtleaders were proclaiming the 
imminent defeat of al qaeda. but as u.S. 
and allied forces prepare to withdraw 
from Afghanistan, al qaeda affiliates are 
resurgent throughout the Muslim world.

Afghanistan and al Qaeda Post–bin Laden
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“The 2014 Afghan election will be an 
important bellwether: How well the 
security forces keep order leading 
up to, during, and after that election 
will tell far more than any number of 
International Security Assistance Force 
evaluations about their capabilities. 
But even more important than how the 
Afghan forces perform will be what 
candidates are fielded and what sort 
of support they get. Because without 
a genuine government to report to, 
there is no reason to expect the Afghan 
security forces—regardless of their 
capabilities—to do much good at all.”

 Olga Oliker, associate director, RAND International  
Security and Defense Policy Center, U.S. News & World Report

Leaving Afghanistan
A spate of attacks by Afghan police and military 
forces on their coalition partners and advisors in 
2012 heightened concerns among stakeholders 
about the capabilities, loyalty, and staying power 
of the Afghan national Security forces. Olga 
Oliker suggests that the Afghan forces are more 
capable than one might expect. in an october 
2012 commentary, “What the Soviets Can teach 
us About leaving Afghanistan,” oliker reflects 
on some of the similarities between the Soviet 
experience in Afghanistan two decades ago and 
that of today’s nAto-led international Security 
Assistance force. She points to evidence that 
Soviet advisors significantly underestimated 
what their Afghan partners could do but that, 
in fact, the government of then-president 
Mohammad najibullah did not immediately 
descend into total chaos when the Soviets left. 

there are, however, two things we can take 
from the Soviet experience that are crucial 
to the future of Afghanistan and somewhat 
less encouraging. first, the capability of the 
Afghan security forces and their ultimate 
success remains heavily dependent on foreign 
financial support and armaments. And second, 
Afghanistan needs a central government with 
enough strength, support, and willpower to 
maintain control of the bulk of its forces.
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Featured Expert

Seth Jones is an associate director of 
the RAnD international Security and 
Defense policy Center. At RAnD since 
2003, Jones specializes in stability 
operations, counterinsurgency, and 
counterterrorism; his work has taken him 
to conflict zones several times over the 
last decade, including as a senior advisor 
at u.S. Special operations Command 
in Afghanistan. his recent research has 
focused on the global state of al qaeda 
and u.S. operations in Afghanistan and 
pakistan. his latest book, about the pursuit 
of al qaeda since 9/11, is Hunting in the 
Shadows (2012); an earlier volume, In the 
Graveyard of Empires: America’s War in 
Afghanistan (2009), won the 2010 Council 
on foreign Relations Silver Medal for best 
book of the year. Jones has been featured 
on Good Morning America, ABC World 
News Tonight, fox news, Cnn, and pbS, 
and has testified before Congress.

Disengaging from Terrorist Groups
in 2012, Emma Disley and her colleagues in RAnD 
europe examined individual disengagement from al 
qaeda–influenced terrorist groups. they sought to 
answer two questions: (1) What are the psychological, 
social, and physical factors associated with leaving 
terrorist groups? and (2) What interventions have 
been employed to encourage individuals to leave 
terrorist groups, and is there any evidence of their 
effectiveness? Researchers found evidence that ties 
to family and friends outside the group and changing 
personal priorities are associated with the process of 
disengagement. but because little research on leaving 
such terrorist groups exists, researchers conducted a 
second assessment—this time of the factors involved 
in leaving other groups, such as street gangs, religious 
cults, right-wing extremist groups, and organized  
crime groups—in the hope of identifying potentially 
applicable lessons. the office for Security and Counter-
terrorism in the uk home office is using RAnD’s work  
to inform its terrorism-prevention policy and practice.

listen to our events@RAnD 
podcast featuring Seth Jones 
on Afghanistan and pakistan 
post–bin laden.
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al Qaeda in Africa
African leaders are concerned that the western part of the 
continent will become overtaken by terrorists, including al qaeda 
affiliates. political scientists Stephanie Pezard and Michael 
Shurkin note that Mali is cause for concern because the nation’s 
social structure appears to be falling apart, leaving openings for 
terrorists to exploit. Drawing from their ongoing research, they 
offer four observations to find the best way forward.

“ First, the Malian Army requires complete 
reformation—a narrow focus on 
counterterrorism capabilities will not help what 
is a hollow institution. Second, Mali needs to 
make progress toward effective leadership 
and transition back to constitutional order. 
Third, the democratization and decentralization 
processes initiated in the 1990s and ultimately 
embraced by the northern communities had 
flaws—which help explain the current crisis—
yet the basic process and underlying theory 
remains sound. And fourth, only a sound Malian 
state can address the long-term socioeconomic 
grievances that have prompted the northern 
rebellion in the first place.”

 Stephanie Pezard and Michael Shurkin, U.S. News & World Report

Featured Expert

Larry Hanauer is a senior international policy 
analyst whose most recent research at RAnD 
is helping u.S. policymakers better understand 
challenges in northern iraq, Afghanistan, 
pakistan, and india. from 2005 to 2010, he 
was a senior staff member of the u.S. house of 
Representatives’ permanent Select Committee 
on intelligence. During the 110th and 111th 
Congresses (2007–2010), he was staff director of 
its Subcommittee on terrorism, huMint, Analysis, 
and Counterintelligence. earlier in his career, 
hanauer was a policy advisor in the office  
of the Secretary of Defense.

“As the United States prepares to 
withdraw its combat forces from 
Afghanistan in 2014, it should encourage 
India to fill any potential security vacuum 
that might thereby arise by adopting a 
more robust political, economic, and 
security stance toward Kabul.”

 larry hanauer and peter Chalk, in the 2012 RAnD report 
India’s and Pakistan’s Strategies in Afghanistan

listen in on our 
December 2012 
media conference 
call on the crisis 
in Mali.

http://www.rand.org/multimedia/audio/2012/12/13/crisis-mali.html


Military Well-Being

As extended and repeated 
deployments, physical injuries, and 
mental health problems continue 
to affect troops, veterans, and their 
families, RAnD researchers are 
examining ways to best help  
those who have served in the  
u.S. armed forces. 
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Wounded Warriors  
Returning to Work
More than 2.5 million service members have 
deployed to iraq and Afghanistan since 2001. As 
both wars end, RAnD researchers are examining 
the types of return-to-work resources available to 
help wounded warriors obtain and retain gainful 
employment and to understand the effectiveness 
of these programs. in doing so, RAnD is helping 
the u.S. departments of Defense and veterans 
Affairs understand which programs are most 
effective, which provide a return on investment, and 
what strategies are needed to encourage service 
members and veterans to utilize them.

“Injured military personnel are 
returning to the United States with 
multiple injuries and are surviving 
them at rates higher than ever 
before. These rates present a 
unique challenge to the country, 
especially given that large numbers 
of the wounded warriors are 
young, and thus face challenges in 
returning to work.”

 Karen Chan Osilla, behavioral scientist and lead author of the 
2012 report Labor Force Reentry: Issues for Injured Service 
Members and Veterans

Featured Expert

Senior social scientist Margaret Harrell directs 
the Army health program within the RAnD Arroyo 
Center. the program conducts research and 
analysis to inform the Army’s effort to improve 
readiness, save lives, and advance wellness for 
Army service members and families. harrell’s 
expertise is in manpower and personnel, military 
families, military quality of life, systems dynamics 
simulation modeling, and qualitative research 
methods. her current and recent projects address 
military health issues, veteran employment and 
wellness, the management and assignment of 
general and flag officers, how best to support 
military families from both the active and reserve 
components, the assignment of Army women, 
how sexual assault cases are processed in the 
military, and exemplary research methods for 
lessons-learned scenarios.

in 2011, harrell left RAnD to lead the policy 
research for the White house’s Joining forces 
initiative, a comprehensive national effort to 
provide opportunities to support u.S. service 
members, veterans, and their families. She 
returned to RAnD in 2012.
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Preventing Military  
Suicides
u.S. Army suicides hit a single-month high in 
July 2012, when 38 active and reserve-duty 
soldiers died by their own hands. And the 
end-of-year news was equally sobering when 
the pentagon confirmed a record-high annual 
total of 349 suicides among active-duty troops 
across branches—nearly half of them carried 
out with privately owned firearms.

u.S. Senator patty Murray, chairman of the 
Senate veterans’ Affairs Committee, credited 
The War Within: Preventing Suicide in the 
U.S. Military, a 2011 RAnD report by Rajeev 
Ramchand et al., with demonstrating serious 
gaps and a lack of consistency in military 
services’ suicide prevention programs. 
RAnD recommendations were integrated 
into an amendment sponsored by Senator 
Murray requiring the pentagon to implement 
a standardized and comprehensive suicide 
prevention program. the amendment passed 
the Senate in December 2012 and is now  
part of the national Defense Authorization  
Act for fiscal year 2013.

“RAND has made several recommendations 
to prevent military suicides, but two 
need to be highlighted. First, remove 
the barriers, including negative career 
consequences, that obstruct service 
members from accessing care when they 
need it. Second, think about creative and 
occupationally appropriate ways to  
restrict access to lethal means.”

 Rajeev Ramchand, behavorial scientist, The RAND Blog

“Since firearms are a common method of 
suicide in the military, a focus on firearm 
safety is an important part of any military 
suicide prevention strategy. We recognize 
the seemingly contradictory nature of this 
policy within the military, but the importance 
of suicide prevention and preponderance 
of evidence supporting means reductions 
suggest that these strategies should warrant 
serious attention.”

 Lisa Jaycox, senior behavorial scientist, Policy Currents
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Labor Market Earnings of 
Injured Veterans and of 
Surviving Family Members
RAnD is investigating how combat injury or death 
has affected the economic well-being of iraq and 
Afghanistan veterans and their surviving spouses 
and children.

in one project for the office of the Secretary 
of Defense (oSD), RAnD researchers laid out 
how injury sustained by active component and 
reserve component service members affects 
their subsequent labor market earnings. their 
work demonstrates how retirement and disability 
payments received from the u.S. departments 
of Defense and veterans Affairs as well as the 
Social Security Administration compensate for 
injury. they found that earnings losses attributable 
to injury increase with injury severity and that 
disability payments on average more than 
compensate for these lost earnings. because of 
disability compensation, the income of those with 
serious injuries is on average about 36 percent 
higher four years after deployment than it would 
have been had they not been injured, indicating 
that the u.S. government is doing a good job  
of compensating injured veterans.

Another project for oSD demonstrated that 
household earnings losses after the combat 
death of a household member are both large and 
persistent over time. the drop in annual household 
earnings over the first four years following a fatality 
usually exceeds $60,000, and about 10 percent 
of this drop reflects lost earnings of the surviving 
spouse. however, for the average household, 
survivor benefit payments along with one-time 
payments through a u.S. Department of Defense 
life insurance program will likely be sufficient to 
fully offset lost earnings for 20 years or more.
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Threat Assessment
in July 2012, Brian Michael Jenkins, terrorism 
expert and a senior advisor to the RAnD president, 
provided testimony to the u.S. Senate Committee 
on homeland Security and governmental Affairs  
on “new Challenges to u.S. Counterterrorism 
efforts: An Assessment of the Current terrorist 
threat.” Jenkins described an escalation of iranian- 
sponsored terrorist activity over the previous  
12 months, including a plot to assassinate a Saudi 
ambassador in Washington; plots or attempts tar-
geting israeli diplomats in india, georgia, and thai-
land; the arrest of 22 Azerbaijani citizens who had 
been hired and trained by iran to carry out terrorist 
attacks on the American and israeli embassies, 
as well as Western companies; and a plot uncov-
ered by kenyan authorities to attack israeli, british, 
American, or Saudi targets in Mombasa.

Jenkins told the committee: “the united States 
must recalibrate tehran’s willingness to take risks.... 
iran may feel obliged to retaliate for what it sees as 
israeli and American efforts to slow its nuclear pro-
gram, not only through sanctions but also through 
sabotage of its facilities and assassinations of its 
nuclear scientists. to the extent that iran’s leaders 
perceive these efforts as a campaign aimed not just 
at preventing the country from developing nuclear 
weapons but, rather, at bringing down the islamic 
Republic, they may reckon that they have little to 
lose…. [tensions] could escalate further if iran 
thinks military attack by either israel or the united 
States is inevitable and imminent or, obviously, if 
hostilities begin.”

the prospect of a nuclear-armed iran has 
fueled tensions around the world, as has iranian 
support for terrorism across the Middle east and 
north Africa. however, a military strike aimed at 
preventing iran’s production of nuclear weapons 
could have the opposite effect, argue several  
top policy experts at RAnD.

Defusing Iran



“An Israeli strike on Iran’s nuclear 
facilities, a U.S.-Iranian clash in the 
Gulf, or sudden Iranian moves toward 
nuclear weaponization could spark 
a much larger conflict between the 
United States and Iran. Tehran has 
prepared for this contingency the best 
way it can: by burying and hardening 
its nuclear facilities, expanding 
its naval capabilities, and building 
hundreds of missiles that can hit U.S. 
military assets in the Middle East.”

 Alireza Nader, senior international policy analyst,  
The New York Times

“Many Israeli leaders ... aren’t bluffing 
about an attack on Iran. They 
understand that threats begin to lose 
their credibility if they aren’t acted 
upon, and they believe that the benefits 
of a strike outweigh the risks, even 
if much of the military and security 
establishment opposes an attack.”

 Dalia Dassa Kaye, director, RAND Center for Middle East  
Public Policy, The Atlantic

The United States should 
be highlighting human 
rights abuses in Iran … 
Emphasizing human rights 
will demonstrate to the 
Iranian people that the 
United States cares for 
their future. Threats of 
military action and war 
with Iran will only convince 
the Iranian opposition that 
America is a hostile power 
that supports regime 
change for its own narrow 
purposes.”
Ambassador James Dobbins and Alireza Nader,  
foreignaffairs.com

listen to our events@RAnD 
podcast featuring Alireza 
nader on defusing iran’s 
nuclear threat.

Read brian Michael Jenkins’ 
testimony to the u.S. Senate 
Committee on homeland Security 
and governmental Affairs.
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Recent unrest in the Middle east is not an 
indictment of the promise of democracy, but 
rather an indictment of the dictators, their weak, 
corrupt governments, and the resentments they 
repressed. A body of RAnD analyses suggests 
that although progress might take time, the 
possibility of democracy is not dead.

Turmoil Throughout the Arab World
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Many transitions to 
democracy that ultimately 
succeeded were 
tumultuous. Portugal 
had six provisional 
governments in its first 
27 months after exiting 
the authoritarian fold. 
Many countries have 
experienced military 
coup attempts during 
transitions. Creating 
democracies from the 
ashes of autocratic 
regimes is a long, hard 
slog. It requires changing 
political culture and rules 
of the game, building 
civil society, and many 
technical reforms.”
Laurel Miller, senior political scientist, on findings  
from the 2012 RAND report Democratization in the Arab 
World: Prospects and Lessons from Around the Globe 

“The longer this war drags on, 
the more radicalized become the 
insurgents, the more brutalized the 
population, the more inflamed the 
sectarian passions, and the more 
destabilized neighboring societies. 
The post-Assad situation will be 
truly messy, but the longer his fall 
is delayed the more unmanageable 
its aftermath will become.”

 Ambassador James Dobbins, director, RAND International 
Security and Defense Policy Center, Financial Times

Syria
there’s a strong moral argument for u.S. military 
intervention in Syria, and there might be legal 
and political cases to make, as well, according to 
Ambassador James Dobbins. if an intervention 
occurs, a Western air campaign could quickly 
destroy much of the Syrian air force while it’s 
still on the ground, hastening Assad’s fall and 
preventing a drawn-out civil war that will further 
fracture Syrian society.
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Featured Expert

Laurel Miller is a senior political 
scientist whose research focuses on 
national security and foreign policy 
issues. before coming to RAnD in 2009, 
she was a senior expert at the u.S. 
institute of peace, where she focused 
on constitutional issues and rule of law 
development in countries emerging 
from conflict, and on international justice 
issues. During previous government 
service, she was involved in conflict 
resolution and post-conflict stabilization, 
including as senior advisor to the u.S. 
special envoy for the balkans, senior 
advisor to the assistant secretary of state 
for european affairs, and deputy to the 
ambassador-at-large for war crimes 
issues. She also served as director 
for western hemisphere affairs at the 
national Security Council.

Watch laurel Miller and Jeffrey 
Martini discuss steps the 
international community can 
take to support democratization 
in the Arab world.

Iraq
tensions among Arabs, kurds, and turkomen in northern 
iraq have the potential to escalate into intercommunal 
violence that draws iraq back into civil war, leads the 
kurdistan Region to secede, and topples iraq’s nascent 
political structures. of all the issues that could spark 
violence between these groups, none is more explosive 
than the political and legal status of the city of kirkuk—
that is, whether or not it should be incorporated into the 
kurdistan Region. in a 2012 report, Resolving Kirkuk, 
senior international policy analyst Larry Hanauer and 
senior political scientist Laurel Miller explore what 
lessons can be learned from case studies of other ethno-
territorial disputes and what obstacles hinder power-
sharing in multiethnic territories. they suggest ways the 
united States, the un, and others in the international 
community can create an environment conducive to 
negotiations and directly facilitate Arab-kurd talks—
as well as steps iraqi and kurdish leaders can take 
to reduce ethnic tensions and engage in substantive 
discussions that promote a peaceful resolution of the 
city’s status. 
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Featured Expert

Middle east analyst Jeffrey Martini studies 
political reform in the Arab world, with a specific 
focus on north Africa. he has published on 
civil-military relations in egypt, generational 
divides within the Muslim brotherhood, 
changes in the regional security environment, 
and prospects for democratization in the Arab 
Spring countries. he spent four years living 
in the Arab world, including three as a peace 
Corps volunteer in Morocco and one in Cairo, 
egypt, where he was a 2007–08 fellow in the 
CASA Arabic language program. he speaks, 
reads, and writes modern standard Arabic and 
speaks Moroccan and egyptian colloquial. 

“The Brotherhood really believes it is 
putting the national interest first in pushing 
the country as quickly as possible through 
the remaining wickets of the transition. 
However, in doing so, the Brotherhood 
is far more interested in outcomes than 
the process by which they get there, and 
that raises questions as to the depth of 
their commitment to democracy. And 
the secular liberals, despite the pretense 
of upholding democratic principles, 
really are rooting for the Brotherhood’s 
administration to fail so they can reap 
the political windfall. It is this political 
positioning that is really driving the battle 
playing out on the streets of Egypt today.”

 Jeffrey Martini, globalSecurity.org

Libya
More than a year after the death of ousted leader 
Muammar qaddafi, libya’s postwar transition 
still faces many challenges: no constitution, a 
limited economy, and an ill-trained civil service. 
but until security is stabilized, progress on other 
fronts will be difficult. the disarming of militias is 
paramount, and it will be best achieved through 
incentives and negotiations, with force reserved 
for only the most extreme cases. 

“The vast majority of Libya’s 
militias are likely concerned 
primarily with their security and 
economic futures and should 
be amenable to demobilization 
through a combination of 
financial rewards, promise 
of adequate social standing, 
and above all, assurances that 
laying down their arms will not 
jeopardize their safety or that of 
their community.”
Christopher Chivvis, senior political scientist  
and lead author of the 2012 report Libya’s Post-Qaddafi 
Transition: The Nation-Building Challenge
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Trends in Health

RAnD addresses trends in health throughout 
the world, explores ways to improve public 
health and enhance service delivery, and 
offers policymakers approaches to assess the 
likely impacts of an array of policy options.
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HIV in the U.S. Gulf States
hiv and AiDS are on the rise in the American 
South, and in three of the five American cities most 
affected by new cases—Jackson, Mississippi, and 
baton Rouge and new orleans, louisiana—the 
high rates of infection disproportionately affect 
African-Americans and men having sex with 
men, suggesting that prevention efforts for these 
populations are insufficient and that more targeted 
efforts may be required. And in some rural areas, 
hiv specialists are in short supply and access to 
care is limited, which is especially problematic 
because early treatment can improve outcomes 
and reduce the spread of hiv.

the RAnD gulf States policy institute is helping to 
improve hiv prevention and treatment programs in 
the region by

• conducting community-based research that 
engages faith-based organizations in hiv 
prevention;

• testing models of integrated care for hiv 
patients with comorbid conditions such as 
homelessness, serious mental illness, and 
substance abuse—conditions that often 
prevent patients from seeking and receiving 
treatment, or adhering to treatment even 
when it is available; and

• addressing social barriers—such as hiv 
stigma, racism, and homophobia—to hiv 
testing and care.

“Improving HIV prevention and 
medical care delivery to persons 
living with HIV/AIDS should be a 
collaborative effort, particularly 
in the Gulf States region, 
where resources are limited 
but the epidemic is expanding. 
Prioritizing the region for such 
efforts would be a good step 
toward reducing the HIV epidemic 
and its effects on the nation as  
a whole.”

 Vivian Towe, behavioral scientist, The RAND Blog

explore more RAnD research 
on hiv/AiDS, including our 
web feature on how to get 
more value from hiv funding 
in the developing world.
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Fighting Obesity
While it is conventional wisdom that chain restaurants 
do not always provide healthy dining options, the RAnD 
research confirming this assumption is staggering. A 
review of menu nutrition information published in 2012—
the largest examination ever on the state of nutrition in 
u.S. chains—set values on calories, sodium, saturated 
fat, and other nutritional components for nearly 31,000 
menu items. Researchers at RAnD and the pardee 
RAnD graduate School found that 96 percent of 
entrees exceed the uSDA’s recommended daily limits 
for calories, sodium, fat, and saturated fat. the study 
will be used to track how chain restaurants change their 
menus over time and to help individuals make healthier 
choices in their efforts to prevent or address a variety of 
conditions that are linked to unhealthy eating behaviors.

Reproductive Health Care
“for the first time in two generations, contraception 
is becoming harder to obtain.” So wrote senior 
sociologist Chloe Bird in a Ms. Magazine Mother’s 
Day blog post in which she offered a compelling, 
evidence-based case for making birth control 
more, not less, accessible to women. Data show 
that the pill is responsible for the narrowing of 
the gender wage gap by 10 percent in the 1980s 
and by 30 percent in the 1990s. in addition, birth 
control contributes to economic development by 
reducing women’s risk of dropping out of school; 
increasing their participation in the labor force; and 
raising the standard of living of women, children, 
and families.

today’s typical American family wants two 
children; women, who bear most of the out-of-
pocket costs for contraception, typically must use 
reliable contraception for three decades to achieve 
this goal. therefore, bird notes, “the costs of 
contraception—or of discouraging its use—need 
to be well understood.”

Featured Expert

Senior sociologist Chloe E. Bird studies 
gender differences in physical and mental 
health and social determinants of health. 
She is principal investigator of a study 
funded by the national heart, lung, and 
blood institute of neighborhood effects on 
incident cardiovascular disease among 
women based on data from the Women’s 
health initiative. bird has published on a 
range of topics from low health literacy and 
racial health disparities to improving care 
for depression.

Read bird’s commentary 
“Celebrating birth Control 
on Mother’s Day? not 
as Counterintuitive as it 
Sounds.”
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Living where there is 
a higher density of 
fast food outlets is 
associated with higher 
blood pressure and 
risk of obesity, while 
a greater density of 
grocery stores is 
associated with lower 
blood pressure and 
lower risk of obesity. 
In other words, where 
you live can affect 
your weight and your 
health.”
Chloe Bird and Tamara Dubowitz, “Obesity Is  
Not All Your Fault,” Girl w/ Pen, July 2012

“Obesity rates have skyrocketed. A big 
reason is that most people underestimate 
volume, especially for soft drinks 
and foods that take the shape of their 
containers. And if people overeat at one 
meal, they do not naturally compensate 
by eating less later.”

 Deborah Cohen, senior natural scientist, USA Today 

“Most people are aware of the risks of 
unhealthy eating. Likewise, people knew  
the risks of smoking but they lit up anyway, 
because smoking was widely accepted  
in social settings. Over time, following 
many public health and policy efforts,  
the status quo shifted on smoking.  
If we want to make progress on the 
now-global obesity epidemic, we must 
challenge the status quo and make 
unhealthy food the new tobacco.”

 Helen Wu, policy analyst, The RAND Blog

view our “Check, please” 
infographic on average 
nutritional values in u.S. chain 
restaurants in relation to u.S. 
dietary guidelines.

Watch helen Wu 
summarize the key findings 
of the “What’s on the 
Menu?” study.
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Modeling the Effects of the 
Affordable Care Act
the u.S. Supreme Court decision upholding most 
of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) ended months 
of speculation and will likely give up to 27 million 
uninsured Americans access to health coverage, 
according to a recent RAnD analysis. now, 
taxpayers and policymakers alike are scrutinizing the 
law to better understand its effects.

the Arkansas Center for health improvement asked 
RAnD to assess the economic effects of the ACA 
on the state of Arkansas. the ACA will increase 
coverage through the expansion of Medicaid and 
the creation of a health insurance exchange with 
subsidies. using CoMpARe, a microsimulation 
model developed at RAnD, we found that by 2016 
about 400,000 Arkansans will be newly insured, 
net federal payments to the state will amount to 
$430 million annually, and the total gross domestic 
product will be a net increase of $550 million.

“The part of the ruling dealing with Medicaid is 
significant. We don’t know how many states will 
respond, and it will take thoughtful, quantitative 
analysis to gain insight into this. Our next 
challenge will be to analyze the effects of states 
opting out of Medicaid expansion, and how this 
might influence insurance coverage, exchange 
enrollment, and federal spending on subsidies.”

 Christine Eibner, economist, special ACA feature at RAND.org

“It is important to note that, even with the ACA 
in place, our model estimates that Arkansas 
is likely to still have 170,000 people without 
insurance (down from about 570,000). Many 
of these people will be Medicaid eligible but 
not enrolled because they either do not know 
that they are eligible or find the paperwork 
and bureaucracy too daunting to enroll. 
The state may want to consider increased 
outreach to inform the newly eligible 
population of their options and to provide 
assistance to help people enroll in Medicaid.”

 Carter Price, mathematician, The RAND Blog

explore the CoMpARe project 
to learn how RAnD helps 
decisionmakers estimate the 
effects of health policy changes 
at national and state levels.
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Retail Clinics
in a 2012 article in Health Affairs, RAnD studies 
demonstrated that fast-growing retail medical 
clinics are attracting more older patients and 
delivering more preventive care, particularly flu 
shots and other vaccinations. visits to retail clinics 
reached 5.97 million in 2009, up from 1.48 million 
in 2007. Across all retail clinic visits, 44.4 percent in 
2007–09 were on the weekend or during weekday 
hours when physician offices are typically closed.

With more people insured and an increased 
demand for primary care under the ACA, access to 
primary care physicians could decrease, creating 
more demand for retail clinics. on the other hand, 
online care—or “evisits”—offered by some health 
care systems and private companies could emerge 
to compete with retail clinic visits, thus slowing  
the growth.

Preventable Deaths
the united States spends twice as much per 
capita on health care as the average Western 
european country. yet rates of amenable 
mortality—that is, deaths from conditions such as 
diabetes or acute infection that could potentially 
have been treated—are higher among Americans 
than among people in france, germany, or the 
u.k. in 2007, for example, u.S. rates of such 
deaths were almost twice those seen in france, 
which had the lowest rates of the countries studied.

the research, undertaken by Ellen Nolte in  
RAnD europe in collaboration with colleagues 
at the london School of hygiene and tropical 
Medicine, was published in Health Affairs. their 
findings underscore the importance of improving 
access to timely and effective health care in  
the united States.

“Retail medical clinics continue 
to grow rapidly and attract new 
segments of users. They remain 
just a small part of outpatient 
medical care, but appear to 
have tapped into patients’ 
needs. If demand for primary 
medical care drives longer wait 
times to see a doctor as it has 
following health care reform 
in Massachusetts, then this 
could drive greater demand for 
convenient alternatives such  
as retail clinics.”

 Ateev Mehrotra, policy analyst, on a 2012 study  
published in Health Affairs
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2012 by the Numbers

Staff
our people bring a diverse 
range of professional and 

educational experiences and 
cultural backgrounds to their 

project teams.

1,700

Ph.D.’s
Well over half our research staff 

hold one or more doctorates—and 
another 28 percent hold one or 

more master’s degrees—in a vast 
array of disciplines.

Countries
With locations in north America, europe, 

and the Arabian peninsula, RAnD attracts 
top talent from almost four dozen nations.

Languages
Many of our people are multilingual. 
languages spoken include Arabic, 

Chinese, Japanese, korean, french, 
german, Russian, and Spanish.

People

43
59

67%
Engineering

Psychology
Political Science

Economics

Health

Medicine

Operations Research
Policy AnalysisHistory

International Studies

Communications

Education

National Security Studies

Technology

Chemistry

Anthropology

Population Studies

Epidemiology Strategic Studies

Statistics

Science

Sociology

Business
Mathematics

Management Studies

English Law

Physics

Biology
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Clients and Grantors
We performed work for more than  
250 clients and grantors, including 
government agencies, international 

organizations, foundations,  
and others. Projects

We address issues that matter, including 
national security, health, education, 

sustainability, growth, and development. 

Reports
We added more than 400 publications 

to our growing library—10,000 and 
counting—of reports, podcasts, videos, 

tools, and commentary, all downloadable 
on www.RAnD.org.

Expenses$264.8M in Revenue*

18K  
Twitter Followers

5.5M  
Web Downloads

250 +
1,000

400 +
Ideas

fundraising expenses (1%)Staff development, 
information 
technology, and other  
administration 
(16%)

facilities  
(9%)

Research and 
analysis (74%)

private sector ($5.9M)

philanthropic contributions  ($8.3M)

foundations ($12.1M)

office of the u.S. Secretary of Defense 
and other national security agencies ($55.3M)

u.S. Department 
of health and human 
Services and related 
agencies ($50.7M)

other federal 
agencies ($10.6M)

State, local, and other 
government agencies 
($20.6M)

other ($18.5M)

universities ($8.9M)

u.S. Army ($31.8M)

u.S. Air force ($42.1M)

* FY2012, net of subcontracts and RAND-initiated research.
A complete copy of RAND’s Financial Statements can be  
found at www.rand.org/about/financial_statements. 
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Staff News

Gary Cecchine is the new director of research for 
the RAnD gulf States policy institute. his policy 
research interests include energy and environmental 
policy, coastal protection, emergency preparedness 
and response, homeland security, and science 
policy. As director of research, he also develops and 
coordinates policy research in health, education, 
economics, public safety, and regional and  
strategic planning.

    Marla Haims is associate 
director of the Doha-based 
RAnD-qatar policy institute 
(Rqpi)—a collaboration 
between the RAnD 
Corporation and the qatar 
foundation. Rqpi was 
established in 2003 to help 
decisionmakers across the 
Middle east, north Africa, and 

South Asia design and implement sound policies 
for a better and more sustainable future. haims 
works alongside director obaid younossi on RAnD’s 
activities in the region.

Ted Harshberger is the new vice president and 
director of RAnD project AiR foRCe (pAf). 
harshberger first joined the RAnD staff in 1985 and 
held several leadership positions within pAf and  
the RAnD national Security Research Division.  
under the intergovernment personnel Act, he served 
from 1993 to 1995 as special assistant to the director 
of Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis for the u.S.  
Air force. he left RAnD in 2006 and held leadership 
positions at northrop grumman and harman 
international before returning to RAnD in 2012. 
harshberger is an alumnus of the pardee RAnD 
graduate School.

Paul Heaton is the new director of the RAnD  
institute for Civil Justice. his areas of expertise  
include law and economics, applied micro- 
economics, and criminal justice policy. Recent 
research projects examine how court funding affects 
litigation patterns, and the relationship between 
alcohol policy and crime rates.

Dalia Dassa Kaye is the new director of the RAnD 
Center for Middle east public policy. her 2012 
commentary on iran, israel, and Syria has appeared 
in The Atlantic, the Los Angeles Times, and the New 
York Times, and at cnn.com and foreignpolicy.com. 
before joining RAnD in 2005, she was a Council on 
foreign Relations international affairs fellow at the 
Dutch foreign Ministry and taught political science 
and international affairs at the george Washington 
university. She is the recipient of several awards 
and fellowships, including the John W. gardner 
fellowship for public Service.

    Krishna B. Kumar is the new director of RAnD 
labor and population. he also leads the Rosenfeld 
program on Asian Development at the pardee 
RAnD graduate School, where he teaches a course 
on economic development, focusing on dynamic 
models of growth.
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     Hans Pung is the new president of RAnD 
europe, overseeing its offices in Cambridge, uk, 
and brussels, belgium. his research has focused 
on european defense and security issues with an 
emphasis on industrial base analysis, cost estimation, 
and defense strategy.

     Ambassador Charles Ries is RAnD’s first vice 
president, international, overseeing RAnD’s three 
non-u.S. offices and its growing international base 
of clients and supporters. Ries joined RAnD in 
february 2009 as a senior fellow, and then took a 
leave of absence from July 2010 through January 
2011 to serve as executive vice president of the 
Clinton bush haiti fund, where he was responsible for 
designing and coordinating the fund’s strategy, policy 
engagement, and programmatic activities. before 
joining RAnD, he served for more than 30 years as a 
career foreign service officer. Ries served as the u.S. 
ambassador to greece from 2004 to 2007, before 
taking on oversight of u.S. economic assistance to 
iraq at the u.S. embassy in baghdad.

Ambassador Richard H. Solomon rejoined RAnD 
in 2012 as a senior fellow. Solomon is an experienced 
diplomat, policy analyst, author, and respected leader on 
international affairs. Most recently, he was president of 
the u.S. institute of peace, a nonpartisan, congressionally 
established organization focused on international conflict 
management. At RAnD, he will be directing a project 
exploring possibilities for development of a “grand 
strategy” to guide America in the 21st century.

Jeffrey Wasserman is the new vice president and 
director of RAnD health. Wasserman served as acting 
director from August 2012 until his appointment in early 
2013. A widely recognized expert on health policy issues 
and former assistant dean of the pardee RAnD graduate 
School, Wasserman is currently leading the national 
health Security Strategy project, commissioned by the 
u.S. Department of health and human Services. he was 
co–principal investigator on RAnD’s Comprehensive 
Assessment of Reform efforts (CoMpARe) initiative and 
has led numerous other large health policy projects  
over his many years at RAnD.
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With generous donor funding, RAnD 
created its first non-english web 
presence in 2012: a Chinese-language 
site—www.rand.org/zh-hans—that offers 
China-focused research and analysis 
from RAnD in Mandarin. the support 
has also allowed our researchers to 
develop original research in and about 
China and to facilitate dissemination of 
research through expert participation 
in international conferences. these 
initiatives are underwritten by the tang 
institute for u.S.-China Relations, which 
resides within the RAnD Center for Asia 
pacific policy and was endowed with 
a generous gift from the Cyrus Chung 
ying tang foundation.

Extending Our Reach

for RAnD, the scholarly objectives of expanding knowledge, illuminating issues, 
and developing new ideas are only a first step in our mission to help improve 
policy and decisionmaking through research and analysis. We must communicate 
our findings clearly and strategically to reach decisionmakers and to enrich the 
quality of public debate.

Outreach

The RAND App
our growing audiences of policymakers and decisionmakers, national and 
international media outlets, supporters, practitioners, researchers, and the public 
at large can now keep up with the latest policy research and analysis from 
RAnD with our iphone app, available from the App Store. Read commentary and 
informed analysis on trending news and events from The RAND Blog, download 
free RAnD reports, find an expert, and stream video and listen to audio podcasts 
anytime, anywhere. A mobile app for Android will be released in 2013. 
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Congressional Briefings

each year, RAnD’s office of Congressional Relations 
arranges for experts from RAnD to visit Capitol hill  
to inform policymakers about research and analysis that  
is relevant to current legislative debates. below are some 
highlights from 2012; video and audio recordings of  
all are available at www.rand.org/congress. 

Cyberdeterrence and Cyberwar 
Martin libicki  |  february 2012

The Affordable Care Act’s  
Individual Mandate in Play 
Christine eibner  |  March 2012

The Outlook for U.S.-Russian Relations  
in Putin’s Third Term 
Andrew Weiss (moderator)  |  April 2012

Information Sharing for Cyber-Security:  
Evidence from Europe 
neil Robinson  |  May 2012

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act: 
Maintaining Accountability and Nurturing Innovation 
Through a Reauthorized ESEA 
v. Darleen opfer, Susan M. gates, laura hamilton, and 
Jennifer l. Steele  |  May 2012

How to Defuse Iran’s Nuclear Threat:  
Bolster Diplomacy, Israeli Security, and  
the Iranian Citizenry 
lynn Davis, James Dobbins, and  
Alireza nader  |  June 2012

Prisoner Reentry and Public Health:  
Is Your State Ready? 
lois Davis  |  June 2012

Marijuana Legalization:  
What We Know and What We Don’t 
beau kilmer  |  July 2012

What Are the Prospects for Democratization  
in the Arab World? 
laurel Miller and Jeffrey Martini  |  october 2012

Skin in the Game: How Consumer-Directed Health 
Plans Can Affect the Cost and Use of Health Care 
Amelia haviland  |  December 2012

published three 
times a year, RAnD’s 
flagship magazine, 
RAND Review, helps 
readers stay ahead 
of the curve on the 
issues that matter most. 
our fall 2012 issue 
featured nine essays 
related to the u.S. 
presidential election 
that point toward solutions to pressing national 
and international problems; the essays exemplify 
our belief that focusing on facts, not politics, will 
lead to the best ideas, policies, and outcomes. 
And our series of articles on defense in an 
age of austerity in the Winter 2012–2013 issue 
outlines the strategic and financial alternatives 
that nAto and u.S. military forces should weigh 
as they strive to uphold high levels of security 
while cutting hundreds of billions of dollars from 
defense budgets over the next decade. these 
and past issues are available online at  
www.randreview.org, where you can also 
subscribe to the digital edition.
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(Clockwise from upper left) California Chief 
Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye spoke at RAnD’s 
Distinguished Speaker Series. Kenneth Phillips, 
the aerospace science curator at the California 
Science Center and a RAnD alumnus, delivered a 
presentation to the RAnD Alumni Association on 
the contributions of Space Shuttle Endeavour to the 
u.S. space program. Journalist Philip Taubman 
discussed his book The Partnership: Five Cold 
Warriors and Their Quest to Ban the Bomb as part 
of RAnD’s visiting voices series. RAnD president 
and Ceo Michael D. Rich welcomed David 
Figueroa Ortega, consul general of Mexico in 
los Angeles. Robin Meili, director of international 
programs at RAnD, hosted a visit by David Siegel, 
consul general of israel in los Angeles.

Events
RAnD hosts events throughout the year to inform and inspire debate on timely 
policy issues. RAnD events reflect our commitment to balance and offer a unique 
opportunity for intellectual fellowship, community engagement, and high-level 
deliberation of important policy matters.
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thousands of people attended RAnD-hosted events 
in 2012. Among the RAnD leadership and supporters 
who attended and presented were (clockwise from 
upper right) Ambassador Frank Baxter, a member 
of the graduate school’s Dean’s leadership Circle; 
Lindsey C. Kozberg, vice president for external 
affairs; Beau Kilmer, codirector, RAnD Drug policy 
Research Center; Jeffrey Wasserman, vice president 
and director, RAnD health; Debra Knopman, vice 
president and director, RAnD Justice, infrastructure, 
and environment; and Jack Riley, vice president, 
RAnD national Security Research Division and 
director, RAnD national Defense Research institute, 
with Nancy Spruill from the office of the under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, technology,  
and logistics.
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in november 2012, RAnD hosted its third politics Aside event to take 
an informed and even-handed look at the serious issues facing society 
in the aftermath of hard-fought political campaigns. A collaboration with 
media partner thomson Reuters, the gathering engaged policymakers, 
business leaders, researchers, television and film producers, and 
philanthropists in conversation on topics ranging from fiscal austerity 
and financial regulation to health care and media. Visit www.rand.org/
politicsaside to hear podcasts and watch video highlights featuring 
our distinguished speakers.

Setting Politics Aside
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founded in 1970 as one of eight graduate programs created to train future leaders in public 
policy, the pardee RAnD graduate School is the only program specializing exclusively in 
the ph.D., and the only one based at a public policy research organization. our student 
body represents diversity in work experience; academic training; country of origin; and race, 
gender, and ethnicity. for both RAnD and the pardee RAnD graduate School, this diversity 
promotes creativity, deepens understanding of the practical effects of policy, and ensures 
multiple viewpoints and perspectives are heard in the classroom and beyond.

thirty-five percent of the incoming class hails from outside the united States, with students 
from belgium, germany, Mexico, nigeria, Russia, South Africa, ukraine, and uzbekistan.

Pardee RAND Graduate School
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Be the Answer
for the pardee RAnD graduate School to continue 
to offer students a world-class education—and to 
extend the impact of its graduates on communities 
throughout the world—we rely on philanthropic 
support. Don Rice, former president of RAnD and 
a current trustee and member of the school’s board 
of governors, is leading a major fundraising effort 
that has come to be known as the be the Answer 
campaign. 

in 2011, the school kicked off this effort with a 
generous gift from former RAnD trustee and school 
board member Jim Rothenberg, and his wife, Anne. 
by the end of 2012, a group of dedicated donors, 
including current and former members of the school’s 
board, RAnD trustees, and friends and alumni  
had contributed more than $14 million, and their 
efforts continue.

fred pardee, the namesake of the school through 
a generous donation he made in 2003, contributed 
$3.6 million in 2012 to reinforce the school’s 
endowment and launch the new frederick S. 
pardee initiative for global human progress. the 
pardee initiative will look at how to solve longer-term 
multinational and global challenges through creative, 
innovative approaches—a hallmark of the work done 
by students and faculty.

As the campaign gathers momentum, the pardee 
RAnD graduate School is on its way to strengthening 
its core student endowment, increasing scholarship 
and dissertation awards, and expanding faculty and 
educational support. We recognize the following 
donors for their groundbreaking support in the critical 
initial phase of this ongoing effort.

“The Pardee RAND Graduate School—its student body, faculty, alumni, 
and supporters—is central to RAND’s future. The school has the 
potential to transform not just the science and art of policy analysis, 
but by serving as an engine of innovation for the world’s most 
prominent policy-research institution, the school can help transform 
the practice of policy analysis.”

—Michael D. Rich, RAND’s president and CEO, at June 2012 commencement ceremonies
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$3.6M
frederick S. pardee

$1M–$2.5M
the estate of Doris Dong
Jim lovelace
Anne and James f. Rothenberg

$500K–$999K
Colene and harold brown
Marcia and frank C. Carlucci
Donald b. and Susan f. Rice
the Speyer family foundation
David i. J. Wang

$100K–$499K
hagopian family foundation,   
 Mary Ann & kip hagopian
Ann Mclaughlin korologos
Dana g. Mead
paul h. and nancy J. o’neill
John S. and Cynthia Reed   
 foundation
Maxine and eugene S. Rosenfeld
the SahanDaywi foundation

Leadership contributors
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James Q. Wilson (1931–2012): A Legacy of Ideas and Ideals
no one knew better than Jim Wilson that from concentrated study and intellectual freedom come ideas that change 
the world. in recognition of Jim Wilson’s long-standing dedication to the pardee RAnD graduate School (including 
service on the board of governors), his inimitable and enduring scholarship, and his lifelong commitment to teaching, 
we are establishing a $1 million endowment to support dissertation fellowships and a permanent library collection of 
his books, articles, essays, personal papers, and the scholarship of so many others he inspired.

kip hagopian, a member of the board of governors and longtime friend of Jim Wilson, launched the fundraising effort 
and, with Don Rice, reached out to Wilson’s friends and former students. hagopian and Rice and others who served 
with Wilson on the board of governors and the RAnD board of trustees celebrated the opening of the James q. 
Wilson Collection and the selection of Andrew hackbarth as the first James q. Wilson Dissertation Award recipient.

the following individuals contributed generously to create the James q. Wilson Collection and Dissertation Award:

Ambassador barbara M. barrett

Ambassador frank and kathy baxter

Albert and Robin Carnesale

peter b. Clark

natalie W. Crawford

Rosalee and John Diiulio

thomas epley and linnae Anderson

francis fukuyama

Robert e. grady

John D. graham

Joe and Janus greer

hagopian family foundation,  
Mary Ann & kip hagopian

herbert kaufman

Robert e. klitgaard

koret foundation, Michael J. boskin

Ann Mclaughlin korologos

Jim lovelace

Susan l. Marquis and  
Christopher J. thompson

g.g. Michelson

eloisa and Santiago Morales

Jane and Ronald l. olson

paul h. and nancy J. o’neill

John S. and Cynthia Reed 
foundation

Donald b. and Susan f. Rice

Michael D. Rich and Debra granfield

gene and Maxine Rosenfeld

Anne and James f. Rothenberg

henry and beverly Rowen

Joyce and Donald Rumsfeld

the SahanDaywi foundation

t. C. Schelling

Michael Shires

the Speyer family foundation

paul A. volcker

faye Wattleton

theresa and Charles Wolf, Jr.

james q. wiLson endowment
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Frederick S. Pardee (center) made a transformative gift to the school in 
2003—the largest ever made by an individual to RAND and one of the 
largest gifts ever by an individual to a single Ph.D. program in the United 
States. A member of the school’s Board of Governors, he is flanked 
by Pedro José Greer, Jr., who chairs the board, and the school’s dean, 
Susan Marquis.

With approximately 100 enrolled students, and a faculty-
student ratio of 2:1, the Pardee RAND Graduate School 
offers exceptional training and access to some of the world’s 
leading policy practitioners. The core curriculum focuses 
on analytic tools and methodologies including economics, 
statistics, operations research, and the behavioral and 
social sciences. Students gain practical experience and earn 
their fellowships through on-the-job training as members 
of RAND’s research teams working on policy projects for 
a global clientele. As a result, our students graduate with 
an academic and professional portfolio—or, as we say, 
“Curriculum Plus Vitae.”be t

he a
nsw

er
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At a time when creative, crosscutting solutions to complex policy challenges are 
needed most—yet resources for generating innovative ideas are increasingly 
hard to come by—our philanthropic supporters enable RAnD to continue to 
take on the biggest questions, apply the long view, and attract and engage the 
most talented individuals to be a part of that effort. 

Investing in People and Ideas

using Zwick impact funds, researchers in the 
RAnD transportation, Space, and technology 
program are addressing an ongoing infra-
structure funding crisis in the united States. 
As part of their effort, they created a primer for 
state and local decisionmakers on Mileage-
Based User Fees for Transportation Funding 
that presents promising and innovative system 
designs and strategies for transitioning from 
fuel taxes to mileage fees. for states or 
localities just beginning to consider the idea 
of mileage fees, awareness of these strategies 

“Zwick Impact Funds provided a 
perfect opportunity for RAND to take 
what we’d learned about mileage 
fees at the national level and shape 
it in a way that could really benefit 
state decisionmakers.”

 Paul Sorensen, associate director, RAND Transportation,  
Space, and Technology Program

Scan the code with your smartphone 
to watch an introductory video about 
transportation funding challenges and to 
read or download the primer.

Charles Zwick was a researcher 
at RAnD from 1956 to 1965 and 
director of the u.S. office of 
Management and budget under 
president lyndon b. Johnson. 
later, he served as a RAnD 
trustee; today, he remains an 
advisory trustee. his generous 
$1 million donation to RAnD 
enabled RAnD president 

Michael D. Rich to create the Zwick impact fund, 
which helps our researchers’ efforts to extend the 
impact of their policy research.

Donor Spotlight

http://www.rand.org/pubs/tools/TL104.html


administrators, and parents. the web portal was 
among our most visited web resources in 2012 and 
the fact sheets were among our top downloads.

can help determine whether such a transition  
merits further consideration. for jurisdictions 
already engaged in assessments of mileage fees, 
these concepts can help refine system design,  
with the ultimate aim of reducing costs and building 
public support. the work has received praise and 
interest from individuals in trade associations, 
the u.S. Department of transportation, state 
legislatures, and Congress.

Zwick impact funds are also helping researchers 
in RAnD education extend the impact of their work. 
At the heart of the effort to improve k–12 education 
outcomes is the need for accurate measurement; 
without reliable data generated by proven methods, 
it’s impossible to tell what strategies hold the 
most promise for improving student performance. 
government agencies, foundations, and private-
sector organizations have long relied on RAnD 
to bring fact-based data and rigorous analysis to 
education policy; with Zwick impact funds, our 
researchers have generated an online resource 
and a series of fact sheets on Measuring Teacher 
Effectiveness that has attracted the attention of 
an even broader audience including teachers, 

“Research is starting to demonstrate 
that teaching, like all professions, 
is something that can be learned, 
continuously improved upon, and 
subject to the conditions under which 
it occurs.”

 V. Darleen Opfer, director, RAND Education, and  
distinguished chair in education policy

visit us online to better understand 
the issues and methods involved in 
measuring the effectiveness of teachers.

http://www.rand.org/education/projects/measuring-teacher-effectiveness.html


Supporting Talent
philanthropy supports distinguished chairs for 
outstanding researchers recognized as world-
class among peers. Distinguished chairs—listed 
below—conduct innovative research, outreach, 
and mentoring of junior policy analysts.

Education Policy
v. Darleen opfer

European Security
Steve larrabee

Health Care Quality
eric Schneider

Health Care Services
Robert h. brook

International Economics
Charles Wolf, Jr.

Labor Markets and Demographic Studies
James p. Smith

Paul O’Neill Alcoa Chair in Policy Analysis
Arthur kellermann

Policy Analysis
Susan l. Marquis

Samueli Institute Chair in Policy for 
Integrative Medicine
ian Coulter

RAnD also uses philanthropic support to 
engage individuals who have recently completed 
distinguished government or other policy analysis 
service as fellows who contribute to RAnD 
research activities and the development of our 
research practices and talent.

Inspiring Ideas
philanthropic contributions, combined with earnings from 
RAnD’s endowment, make possible RAnD’s investment in 
people and ideas program, which is used to support innovative 
research on issues crucial to the policy debate but that reach 
beyond the boundaries of traditional client funding.

Efficient Aviation Security 
Strengthening the Analytic 
foundation for Making Air 
transportation Security 
Decisions

United States and 
Mexico 
ties that bind, issues  
that Divide

Prospects for 
Democratization in the  
Arab World  
(available in english and Arabic)

Nuclear Deterrence in the 21st Century: 
Lessons from the Cold War for a New 
Era of Strategic Piracy

A 2012 book by the late french scholar 
Thérèse Delpech provides a critical 
review and update of nuclear deterrence 
theory, focusing a critical eye on nuclear 
issues during the Cold War, examining 
the lessons of past nuclear crises, and 
outlining ways in which these lessons 
apply to major nuclear powers and nuclear 
pretenders today.

prior to her death in early 2012, Delpech was one of the world’s 
most serious and respected scholars of nuclear weapons, strategy, 
and policy. in this posthumous volume, she calls for a renewed 
intellectual effort to reexamine deterrence concepts in a world of 
multiple nuclear actors, where security analysis must extend to 
outer space and cyberspace.

Featured Title
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Policy Circle
throughout the year, policy Circle members enjoy 
exclusive access to events and intimate briefings 
with leading RAnD researchers, policymakers,  
and thoughtleaders from around the world. in 2012, 
policy Circle programs addressed how to alleviate 
traffic congestion; options for safely storing spent 
nuclear fuel; diffusing global threats inherent in an 
unstable Middle east; and the social and financial 
impact of a u.S. health care mandate. their gifts 
of $1,000 or more support RAnD’s investment in 
people and ideas, allowing us to take on critical 
issues beyond what RAnD’s clients demand.
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$3,600,000

Frederick S. Pardee

$1,000,000

Jim Lovelace

$500,000–$999,999

Anonymous

Marcia and Frank C. Carlucci

David I. J. Wang

$100,000–$499,999

Chartis Insurance

Carol and Roy Doumani

DuPont

Mary Kay and James D. Farley

GE Company

Hagopian Family Foundation,  
Mary Ann & Kip Hagopian

Johnson & Johnson Family of 
Companies

Ann McLaughlin Korologos

Dana G. Mead

Paul H. and Nancy J. O’Neill

Pfizer, Inc.

John S. and Cynthia Reed 
Foundation

Donald B. and Susan F. Rice

Maxine and Eugene S. Rosenfeld

Anne and James F. Rothenberg

The Speyer Family Foundation

State Farm Insurance

Charles J. Zwick

$25,000–$49,999

Anonymous

Alcoa Foundation

American Airlines

Amgen, Inc.

S. Ward Atterbury

Ambassador Frank and Kathy 
Baxter

Kakha A. Bendukidze

Vivian and William Benter

Coalition for Litigation  
Justice, Inc.

COPIC Medical Foundation 
Company

Michael J. Critelli

The Crown Family

The Dana Foundation

Jacques E. and Carine Dubois

$50,000–$99,999

Alcoa Inc.

American Association for Justice

John M. Cazier

Chevron Corporation

The Chubb Corporation

ExxonMobil Corporation

Farmers Insurance Group/ 
Zurich U.S.

Robert E. Grady

Peter H. Griffith, Ernst & Young 
Global Limited

Paul G. and Heather S.  
Haaga

The Harold and Colene Brown 
Family Foundation

Hartford Financial Services  
Group

Hewlett-Packard Company

Susan and Tod Hullin

JL Foundation

Juridica Investments Ltd.

Karen L. Katen

Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Companies

Janine and Peter Lowy

Maiden Holdings, Ltd.

Merck & Co., Inc.

PNC Financial Services Group

James E. and Sharon C. Rohr

The SahanDaywi Foundation

Swiss Reinsurance Company

Thomson Reuters

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

Westfield Group

EnPro Industries, Inc.

Thomas Epley and Linnae 
Anderson

Michael W. Ferro Jr.

The Funari Family Foundation

The Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation

Georgia-Pacific LLC

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

Charles M. and Mary D. Grant 
Foundation

Greater Kansas City Community 
Foundation & Affiliated Trusts

Ellen Hancock

Harman International  
Industries Inc.

Leslie Hill

Ann and Steve Hinchliffe

Gifts—Making a Difference
RAND’s Investment in People and Ideas program combines philanthropic funds from individuals, foundations, and 
private-sector firms with earnings from RAND’s endowment and operations to support research on issues that reach 
beyond the scope of traditional client sponsorship.

RAND gratefully acknowledges gifts made by the following donors.
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Merle A. Hinrichs

Benny T. Hu

John Crane Co.

Gerald L. Kohlenberger

Joseph and Mirit Konowiecki

Darcy Kopcho

KPMG LLP

Charles Lifland

Thomas Lord Charitable Trust

William E. Mayer

Bonnie McElveen-Hunter

Steve Metzger

Eloisa and Santiago Morales

NORCAL Mutual Insurance 
Company

Christopher J. Oates

Occidental Petroleum  
Corporation

O’Melveny & Myers LLP

Kenneth J. Paradis

Physicians Insurance— 
A Mutual Company

Paul M. Pohl

William J. Recker

Tom Rockwell

Paul N. Roth

Henry and Beverly Rowen

Estate of Donald Tracy Rumford

Leonard D. Schaeffer

Gordon I. Segal

Siguler Guff & Company

Lucille Ellis Simon  
Foundation

Gyan Sinha and Kushmaotee 
Gujadhur

Douglas J. Smith

State of Missouri Department of 
Social Services

Sharon Stevenson

Terry F. Lenzner

MassMutual Financial Group

Medical Insurance Exchange  
of California

Morley Builders

Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP

Robert B. Oehler

Jane and Ronald L. Olson

Bradley A. Perkins, MD  
and Mary Lou Lindegren, MD

Robert and Kelley Petkun

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Paul D. Rheingold

Hector de J Ruiz, Ph.D.

Saint-Gobain Corporation

David Singer

Snell & Wilmer LLP

Christine Jack Toretti

Paul A. Volcker

The Gail and Lois Warden Fund

Ronald A. Williams

Joseph P. and Carol Z. Sullivan

Mary-Christine (M.C.) Sungaila

Chey Tae-won

Suzanne S. and Michael E. 
Tennenbaum

Texas Alliance for Patient Access

U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Enzo Viscusi, ENI

Faye Wattleton

Todd Wilcox

$10,000–$24,999

Anonymous

Robert J. Abernethy

Marcia Bird

Michael J. Boskin

Brad D. Brian

The Capital Group Companies 
Charitable Foundation

Peter B. Clark

Compliance Strategists LLC

Cooley LLP

Cooperative of American 
Physicians, Inc.

Crane Co.

Dickstein Shapiro LLP

Experian

Christopher B. Galvin

A. Frederick Gerstell

Daniel Grunfeld

Linda and Bill Hernandez

Bonnie and Walter Hill, Jr.

Frank Holder

Edwin E. Huddleson

Robert and Ardis James 
Foundation

Koret Foundation

Ann and Tom Korologos

John H. O. La Gatta

Lazare Kaplan  
International, Inc.

$5,000–$9,999

Anonymous

Odeh F. Aburdene

Ampco—Pittsburgh Corporation

Susan Woods Barker

Bituminous Insurance  
Companies

Lynn A. Booth

Margery A. Colloff

Corday Family Foundation

Robert Curvin

Richard Danzig

Drollinger Family Charitable 
Foundation

Ed and Connie Engler

Joe and Janus Greer

Karen Elliott House

William H. Hurt

Palmer G. Jackson

Peter and Diana Jannetta

Paul G. Kaminski

Terri and Michael Kaplan

Iao Katagiri

Arthur and Marylin Levitt

Adm James M. Loy

Michael M. Lynton
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kent and Martha Mcelhattan

Mary e. peters

Michael D. Rich and Debra  
granfield

Roy A. hunt foundation

Joyce and Donald Rumsfeld

t. C. Schelling

Cindy and David Shapira

Sierra investment Mgmt.

kenneth l. Sleeper

the h. Russell Smith  
foundation

the Sidney Stern Memorial trust

Robert and Marjorie templeton

Darlene and James A. thomson

Matti vuoria

Willis Risk & insurance  
Services of los Angeles

the Winston foundation

theresa and Charles Wolf, Jr.

thomas D. Wright

vicky J. brilmyer, the hillman 
Company

Caron and Steve broidy

James l. brown

Charles R. burke, Jr.

Carolyn and bill byham

Ann and frank Cahouet

louis M. and Sarah Jane 
Castruccio

Jane Cavalier

Alan f. Charles

Carl and neala Coan

lovida h. Coleman, Jr.

Dick Cooley

gordon b. Crary

natalie W. Crawford

Mary Jane Digby

Rosalee and John Diiulio

J. Christopher Donahue,  
federated investors, inc.

glenn A. ellis

Mimi and Ralph falbo

Janet and Jake farber

Alice Jarcho and thomas 
gallagher

Jo Ann and Julian ganz, Jr.

ibrahim ghattas

Janice and James gipson

harry M. goern

Stan and Abbie golden

William goldstein

Jon p. goodman

David l. gordon and Donna 
Schwarzbach

John D. graham

Arthur n. greenberg

Susan and Alan greenberg

James A. greer

gene and gwen gritton

george b. harrison

$1,000–$4,999

Anonymous

Allan f. Abrahamse

David g. Adishian

peggy and Robert Alspaugh

Carolyn Andress

Julia h. Azrael

kathryn A. ballsun

Ambassador barbara M. barrett

bay ying bei

Russell belinsky

Michael beltramo and Jane 
Spiegel

Judy and Woody beville

the Sheri and les biller family 
foundation

kharlene and Charles  
boxenbaum

brent and linda bradley

l. paul bremer

Jeffrey hiday

katie and phil holthouse

Marsha D. hopwood

nancy and William howell

vicki huth

Christopher William ince, Jr.

victor g. Jackson

Robert W. kampmeinert

Jackie keller and phil yaney

lydia h. kennard

Ann kerr-Adams

Jane Wiedlea koehler

William kovacic

lindsey C. kozberg

Rini and Arthur D. kraus

Andrea Scharf and ken krug

karen J. kubin

Sara kutler

Jonathan R. levey

bertram and Raquel lewitt

barbara t. lindemann

leon S. loeb

Cori and Richard lowe

John lu

David lubarsky

Susan l. Marquis and  
Christopher J. thompson

linda g. Martin

William M. Matthews

Randolph McAfee

g.g. Michelson

Jimmy and Cheryl Miller

newton n. Minow

leslie Mitchner

lloyd and Mary Morrisett

ed Mullen
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edward R. Muller and  
patricia e. bauer

betsy h. newman

gwendolyn and peter norton

Sue A. and James g. oates

Matthew oates

William A. owens

Rosalie and Joseph S. pacula

Malcolm A. palmatier

frederick S. pardee

the pittsburgh foundation

naveena ponnusamy

premier America Credit union

thomas and Jody priselac

lee and lawrence J. Ramer

Samantha Ravich

Antony p. Ressler

David W. Rintels and  
victoria Riskin

Michael traynor

karen and gregory treverton

Wesley and Marianne truitt

John and Andrea van de kamp

helen and Martin Wachs

tracy Wang and hui Wang

grace Wasserman

Winnie Wechsler and Jeffrey 
Wasserman

Weingart foundation

Roberta Weintraub and  
ira krinsky

John b. Wickman

Duane and Sylvia Wikholm

James R. Wilburn

linda tsao yang

Michael g. Zamagias

David and Claudia Zuercher

John Riordan

louis Rowell

Charles A. Schliebs

Rita Schreiber

Margaret Schumacher

brent Scowcroft

Ralph and Shirley Shapiro

Dee and hank Shaw

kiron k. Skinner

ted J. Slavin

kenneth W. Slutsky

Roberta Jean Smith

Jed Snyder

kenin M. Spivak

Will Steger

gerald J. Sullivan

Stanley Szemborski

Curtis S. tamkin Jr.

Jean and Donald tang  
family foundation

Michael tang

Matching Gifts were 
received from the following

Ak Steel foundation

the Capital group Companies 
Charitable foundation

the ge foundation

goldman, Sachs & Co  
Matching gift program

hewlett-packard Company 
foundation

the home Depot, inc.

the intermec foundation

unihealth foundation

yum! brands foundation, inc.

Gifts were given in honor  
and in appreciation of the 
following 

natalie Crawford

John g. haaga

Donald b. and Susan f. Rice

Michael D. Rich

Gifts were given in  
memory of the following

John e. boon, Sr.

James f. Digby

Sherry huret Dysart

John W. ellis, Jr.

Alexander george

larry hill

Mike hix

Richard kaplan

Judy larson

Dr. kevin n. lewis

leo hal Ricard

gus Shubert
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Pardee RAND  
Graduate School  
Board of Governors

pedro José greer, Jr.,  
MD (Chair)

kakha bendukidze

Jane Cavalier

thomas e. epley

francis fukuyama

francisco gil Díaz

Robert e. grady

Daniel grunfeld

b. kipling hagopian

James b. lovelace

Promising Practices  
Network on Children,  
Families and Communities 
Board of Advisors

gary brunk

Shannon Cotsoradis

bill Dent

Catherine gautier

nancy Martinez

Stephanie Mcgencey

Susan Mitchell-herzfeld

gaye Morris Smith

Margaret Schumacher
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RAND Center for  
Asia Pacific Policy  
Advisory Board

g. Chris Andersen

Chey tae-won

lalita D. gupte

Christopher R. hill

Merle hinrichs

benny t. hu

Spencer kim

Robert oehler

William owens

eugene S. Rosenfeld

Michael lynton

William e. Mayer

R. preston McAfee

Dana g. Mead

Santiago Morales

frederick S. pardee

Samantha Ravich

Donald b. Rice

eugene S. Rosenfeld

Sharon Stevenson

faye Wattleton

e x  o f f i C i o

Michael D. Rich
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george Siguler

Donald tang

Michael tang

Michael tennenbaum

Marsha vande-berg

linda tsao yang

Daniel yun
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RAND Center for  
Corporate Ethics  
and Governance  
Advisory Board

larry Zicklin (Chair)

Donna boehme

Jim burke

lovida h. Coleman, Jr.

Robert Deutschman

Robert p. garrett

Robert J. Jackson

Jack Jacobs

Matthew lepore

Arthur levitt

bradley lucido

lawrence f. Metz

Justin M. Miller

Cindy Moehring

Christopher petitt

paul n. Roth

kenin Spivak

Steve Strongin

Richard thornburgh

Robert l. Watkins

A S  o f  D e C e M b e R  2 012

RAND Advisory Boards

Members of RAnD advisory boards enrich RAnD by adding their diverse experience, perspective, and knowledge  
to our efforts to improve public policy. our advisory boards include distinguished individuals in the public and  
private sectors who have demonstrated leadership and a commitment to transcending partisan conflicts and  
political ideologies. their balanced input and their generous donations support our mission to help improve policy 
and decisionmaking through research and analysis.
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RAND Center for  
Global Risk and Security  
Advisory Board

tod hullin (Chair)

Robert Abernethy

harold brown

Albert Carnesale

Carl Covitz

Jacques Dubois

henry kissinger

peter norton

Ronald Simms

todd M. Wilcox

Matt Wollman
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RAND Center for Health 
and Safety in the Workplace 
Advisory Board

Christine baker

Connie bayne

eric frumin

John howard, MD

lucinda Jackson

Cameron Mustard

Jeff Shockey

kimberly tum Suden

James R. Weigand

ken Wengert

frank White

Mike Wright
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RAND Center for  
Middle East Public Policy 
Advisory Board

Stephen hadley (Chair)

odeh f. Aburdene

nancy A. Aossey

William f. benter

l. paul bremer

Steve Metzger

Mary D. naylor, fAAn

paul h. o’neill

bradley A. perkins

Sir Michael Rawlins, MD

David k. Richards

Marshall A. “tom” Rockwell, MD

leonard D. Schaeffer

gordon i. Segal

David b. Singer

gail l. Warden

William C. Weldon

Ronald A. Williams

phyllis M. Wise
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RAND Institute for  
Civil Justice  
Board of Overseers

paul M. pohl (Chair)

Robert S. peck (vice Chair)

Richard e. Anderson

S. Jack balagia, Jr.

Sheila l. birnbaum

brad D. brian

James l. brown

kim M. brunner

Robert A. Clifford

Dan C. Dunmoyer

Christine M. Durham

kenneth R. feinberg

Richard W. fields

Deborah e. greenspan

Robert W. hammesfahr

patrick e. higginbotham

Carolyn b. kuhl

bruce n. kuhlik

Susan l. lees

Alexander l. Cappello

george n. Chammas

Arnie fishman

Marc ginsberg

guilford glazer

Ray R. irani

Ann kerr-Adams

Zalmay khalilzad

younes nazarian

Christopher J. (“C.J.”) oates

Christopher petitt

William Recker

David k. Richards

hasan Shirazi

Donald ellis Simon

enzo viscusi
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RAND Health  
Board of Advisors

karen l. katen (Chair)

John J. Rydzewski (vice Chair)

Joseph p. Sullivan (Chair emeritus)

goran Ando, MD

Daniel M. bradbury

otis Webb brawley, MD

Colleen Conway-Welch

Michael Critelli

Mary kay farley

David t. feinberg, MD

Michael W. ferro, Jr.

Robert g. funari

pedro José greer, Jr., MD

karen hein, MD

Susan hullin

Suzanne nora Johnson

Cleon “bud” t. knapp

Joseph S. konowiecki

David M. lawrence, MD

Steven lazarus

frank litvack, MD, fACC

Charles lifland

Christopher C. Mansfield

Consuelo b. Marshall

Robert e. Mcgarrah, Jr.

Michael g. Mills

Malini Moorthy

kenneth J. paradis

kathleen flynn peterson

Arturo Raschbaum

paul D. Rheingold

Dino e. Robusto

lee h. Rosenthal

Charles R. Schader

John f. Schultz

hemant h. Shah

Mary-Christine (“M.C.”) Sungaila

John R. tunheim

georgene M. vairo

lynne yowell
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RAND Justice,  
Infrastructure, and 
Environment  
Advisory Board

gerald greenwald (Chair)

S. Ward Atterbury

lovida h. Coleman, Jr.

Margery A. Colloff

Janet Crown

A. frederick gerstell

Scott M. gordon

ellen M. hancock

leslie hill

Stephen f. hinchliffe, Jr.

frank l. holder

gerald l. kohlenberger

terry f. lenzner

Douglas J. Smith

John k. van de kamp
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Arroyo Center  
Policy Committee

gen lloyd J. Austin, iii  
(Cochair)

heidi Shyu (Cochair)

gen Robert W. Cone

gen David M. Rodriguez

gen Dennis l. via

ltg Charles t. Cleveland

ltg patricia D. horoho

ltg Jeffrey W. talley

ltg James o. barclay

ltg howard b. bromberg

ltg John R. Campbell

ltg Michael ferriter

ltg James l. huggins, Jr.
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USAF Project AIR FORCE  
Steering Group

gen larry o. Spencer (Chair)

Daniel b. ginsberg

lt gen larry D. James

lt gen frank gorenc

lt gen Michael R. Moeller

lt gen burton M. field

lt gen Darrell D. Jones

lt gen Michael J. basla

lt gen Charles R. Davis

lt gen Judith A. fedder

lt gen (Dr.) thomas W. travis
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Maj gen William A. Chambers

Maj gen Richard C. Johnston

brig gen Richard A.  
klumpp, Jr. (executive Agent)

James J. brooks (executive Agent)
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RAND National  
Defense Research  
Institute  
Advisory Board

frank kendall (Chair)

Arthur “trip” barber

Reginald brothers

lisa Disbrow

Christine fox

bonnie hammersley

Mark krzysko

James Miller

Jim neighbors

Daniel plafcan

benjamin Riley

philip Rodgers

nancy Spruill  
(executive Agent)
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Oversight Boards

these are the oversight boards for the federally funded research and development centers (ffRDCs) at RAnD,  
all three of which are sponsored by the u.S. Department of Defense. ffRDCs are nonprofit entities that assist the 
united States government with scientific research, analysis, and development.
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Michael D. Rich (Chair)

paul Adamson obe

Sir John boyd kCMg

RAND Europe Council of Advisors

Michael D. Rich  
(Cochair)

Mohammad fathy Saoud  
(Cochair)

RAND-Qatar Policy Institute Board Of Overseers

lord Crisp kCb

philippa foster back obe

Susan hitch

her highness Sheikha Moza  
bint nasser  
(Co-chairperson emeritus)
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his excellency Mohammed  
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faisal Al-hajri

obaid younossi
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RAnD europe is an independent, not-for-profit subsidiary of the RAnD Corporation, with offices in Cambridge, 
united kingdom, and brussels, belgium.

the RAnD-qatar policy institute (Rqpi) is a collaboration between the RAnD Corporation and the qatar 
foundation that is focused on helping to improve policy and decisionmaking across the Middle east, north 
Africa, and South Asia. the qatar foundation for education, Science and Community Development is a 
private, chartered, nonprofit organization with a mission to prepare the people of qatar and the region to 
meet the challenges of an ever-changing world.

David howarth

frank kelly fRS

neil kinnock pC

gunvor kronman

philip lader

Michael portillo
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Department of Defense

Defense Security Cooperation 
Agency

Defense threat Reduction 
Agency

Department of the Air force

Department of the Army
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Department of the navy

Marine Corps
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Joint Staff
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Defense
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projects Agency
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institute of education Sciences
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national institute of 
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national institute of nursing  
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national institute for 
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Department of the interior

bureau of Reclamation

Department of Justice

federal bureau of investigation
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office of Justice programs

Department of labor

Department of State

Department of veterans Affairs
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environmental protection Agency
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federal Reserve bank of new york
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Administration
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office of the Director of national 
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Social Security Administration

united States Agency for 
international Development

Department of energy

national Renewable energy 
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pacific northwest national 
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Department of health and human 
Services

Administration for Children and 
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and prevention

national institute for 
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national institutes of health

eunice kennedy Shriver 
national institute of 
Child health and human 
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national institute on Aging
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and infectious Diseases
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Directorate-general for 
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Directorate-general for Justice

Directorate-general for Research 
and innovation

european Defence Agency

europol finance unit

france
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Developpement
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América y panamá (inCAp)

iraq
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Ministry of foreign Affairs

prime Minister’s office

people’s Republic of China

guangzhou economic and 
technological Development 
District

Clients and Grantors
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Republic of korea

Ministry of unification

Republic of Singapore

Ministry of Defence

State of qatar

Cultural village foundation 
(katara)

office of her highness Sheikha 
Moza bint nasser

qatar national food Security 
programme

Supreme education Council

united Arab emirates
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Court of the Crown prince,  
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Department of health
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university of Arkansas
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university of Michigan

university of pittsburgh

university of Rochester
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vanderbilt university

Foundations

Aetna foundation

AiDS healthcare foundation

the lance Armstrong foundation

the California endowment

California healthCare foundation

Carnegie Corporation of new york

the Commonwealth fund

Communities foundation of texas

the Community foundation for 
greater new haven

Doha international institute for 
family Studies and Development

elizabeth Dole foundation

California Municipal Agencies

City of Santa Monica

los Angeles County

los Angeles County probation  
Department

los Angeles unified School 
District

the Superior Court of 
California—County of San 
francisco

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Commonwealth of pennsylvania

pittsburgh public Schools

District of Columbia

Department of health

State of hawaii

the Research Corporation of the  
university of hawaii

State of louisiana

office of Coastal protection and 
Restoration

State of new Mexico

Colleges and Universities

American College of emergency 
physicians

Carnegie Mellon university

Columbia university  
Medical Center

Dartmouth College

harvard university

infectious Diseases institute– 
Makerere university

the Johns hopkins university
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of Singapore
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bill and Melinda gates foundation
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the William and flora hewlett 
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the Robert Wood Johnson 
foundation
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McCormick tribune foundation
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the David and lucile packard 
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Industry

brown and Caldwell

CignA healthcare

econometrica, inc.

ethicon endo-Surgery inc.

the export-import bank of korea

glaxoSmithkline

guardians of honor, llC

health Services Advisory group

iMpAq international

industrial economics (iec)

institute for Mobility Research

James bell Associates

keylogic Systems, inc.

Mathematica policy Research

MWh Americas

nC healthcare innovation, llC

nuStats

optimer pharmaceuticals

pepsiCo. inc.

philips international b.v.
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policy Studies Associates, inc.

Risk Management Solutions
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tiAA-CRef

Wellpoint health network inc.

Professional Associations

American Medical Association

kidney Disease program of 
glendale

Other Nonprofit Organizations

American institutes for Research

America’s health insurance plans 
foundation

Arkansas tobacco Settlement 
Commission
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blue Cross and blue Shield 
Association
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California Mental health Services 
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Children’s hospital boston

Children’s national Medical Center

College bound

Community Care behavioral  
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Dana-farber Cancer institute
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educational testing Service

eisenhower Medical Center
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institute for healthcare 
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integrated healthcare Associates

international federation of 
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international initiative for impact 
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the kearny Alliance
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korea institute for Defense 
Analyses

Merck Childhood Asthma network, 
inc.
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national Academy of Sciences

national bureau of economic 
Research

national quality forum

new Jersey hospital Association
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pacific business group on health

primary Care Coalition of 
Montgomery County

public policy institute of California

Research foundation for Mental 
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Rti international

Samueli institute

Seattle Children’s Research institute

Stockholm environment institute

taos pueblo

the urban Child institute

Wounded Warrior project
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RAnD senior leadership guides and supports staff as they carry out our mission to 
help improve policy and decisionmaking through research and analysis.

Research Unit Management

tim bonds
vice president and Director,  
RAnD Arroyo Center

ted harshberger
vice president and Director,  
RAnD project AiR foRCe

Debra knopman
vice president and Director, RAnD Justice, 
infrastructure, and environment

krishna b. kumar
Director, RAnD labor and population

v. Darleen opfer
Director, RAnD education

hans pung
president, RAnD europe

Jack Riley
vice president, RAnD national Security 
Research Division; Director, RAnD national 
Defense Research institute

Jeffrey Wasserman
vice president and Director,  
RAnD health

Pardee RAND Graduate School

Susan l. Marquis
Dean, pardee RAnD graduate School;  
vice president, emerging policy  
Research and Methods

Senior Leadership

Michael D. Rich
president and Chief executive officer

Jennifer gould
Special Assistant to the president

Richard fallon
Senior vice president and  
Chief financial officer

Andrew R. hoehn
Senior vice president,  
Research and Analysis

Allison elder
vice president, human Resources

patrick horrigan
vice president, office of Services

lindsey C. kozberg
vice president, external Affairs

Charles Ries
vice president, international

Melissa Rowe
vice president, global Research talent

Debra Schroeder
vice president, general Counsel,  
and Corporate Secretary

for a full list of RAnD leadership, visit www.rand.org/about/organization
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Community Resilience

“Citizen preparedness 
for Disasters: Are Current 
Assumptions valid?” lori uscher-
pines, Anita Chandra, Joie 
Acosta, and Arthur l. kellermann, 
Medicine and Public Health 
Preparedness, vol. 6, no. 2,  
June 2012, pp. 170–173

“generation ex,” Arthur l. 
kellermann, The RAND Blog, 
november 15, 2012

“in Connecticut, Recovery and 
healing Will take time,” lisa 
h. Jaycox, The RAND Blog, 
December 20, 2012

Cognitive-behavioral intervention 
for trauma in Schools (CbitS), 
www.rand.org/health/projects/
cbits.html

“Silencing the Science on gun 
Research,” Arthur l. kellermann 
and frederick p. Rivara, Journal 
of the American Medical 
Association, vol. 309,  
no. 6, published online  
December 21, 2012

Coastal Louisiana Risk 
Assessment Model: Technical 
Description and 2012 Coastal 
Master Plan Analysis Results, 
Jordan R. fischbach, David R. 
Johnson, David S. ortiz, benjamin 
p. bryant, Matthew hoover, 
and Jordan ostwald, RAnD 
Corporation, 2012

Identifying a Cost-Effective 
Aviation Fleet for the U.S. Forest 
Service, RAnD Corporation, 2012

Should the Increase in Military Pay 
Be Slowed? James hosek, beth 
J. Asch, and Michael g. Mattock, 
RAnD Corporation, 2012

Air Force Materiel Command 
Reorganization Analysis: Final 
Report, Robert S. tripp, kristin f. 
lynch, Daniel M. Romano, William 
Shelton, John A. Ausink, Chelsea 
kaihoi Duran, Robert g. Defeo, 
David W. george, Raymond e. 
Conley, bernard fox, and Jerry 
M. Sollinger, RAnD Corporation, 
2012

Modernizing the Mobility Air 
Force for Tomorrow’s Air Traffic 
Management System, Sean 
bednarz, Anthony D. Rosello, 
Shane tierney, David Cox,  
Steven C. isley, Michael kennedy, 
Chuck Stelzner, and fred timson, 
RAnD Corporation, 2012

Afghanistan and al Qaeda 
Post–bin Laden

“What the Soviets Can teach us 
About leaving Afghanistan,”  
olga oliker, U.S. News & World 
Report, october 18, 2012

Hunting in the Shadows: The 
Pursuit of al Qa’ida Since 9/11, 
Seth g. Jones, W.W. norton & 
Company, 2012

“Al qaeda in iran,” Seth g.  
Jones, foreignaffairs.com,  
January 29, 2012

“imperial britain’s Afghan Agony,” 
Seth g. Jones, The National 
Interest, february 28, 2012

Addressing Coastal Vulnerabilities 
Through Comprehensive 
Planning: How RAND Supported 
the Development of Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan, 
RAnD Corporation, 2012

Planning Tool to Support 
Louisiana’s Decisionmaking 
on Coastal Protection and 
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to find out more about the research and activities highlighted on pages 4–31, see the following.
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